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Groomed and Living to Pawfection
The Creedy Centre, 117 High Street, Crediton EX17 3LG 

Tel: 01363 777113 
www.groomedtopawfection.com 

 

CRUFTS 2013 
 

We want to wish all our local breeders, 
owners and handlers the best of luck at 
Curfts this year.  And also to Trudy 
Conibere's 10yr old god-daughter 
Caitlin who has qualified for her first 
time to enter the young handler ring at 
Crufts - having taken up the sport when 
she was 6. 

Your FREE monthly Newsletter: 

Elvis and Joe 

Hi and welcome to the first issue of our Newsletter.  Every 
month we’ll bring you this free newsletter which will be packed full of 
interesting, useful and fun articles and facts about our four legged 
friends.   We’re doing this to give you back a little bit extra and to say 
thanks for being such a great client. 
 

We really hope you enjoy reading the stories and articles and that you 
get a little something from it to help you and your dog.  This month 
we’ve included some great tips to help you and your dog.   So why not 
sit yourself down, put your feet up, relax and enjoy this newsletter.  
Thanks and have yourself a wonderful day. 

Dogs in the News! 
 

! A scare has occurred in several countries 
due to doggy treats manufactured in China. 
The chicken jerky treats have been 
associated with the development of Fanconi 
Syndrome, which is a condition affecting the 
kidneys. Signs of a problem include 
increased thirst and urination, vomiting, 
lethargy, and decreased appetite. Dogs 
experiencing these symptoms should be 
seen by a veterinarian and, of course, taken 
off the treats. Dog owners are encouraged to 
be cautious about which treats they 
purchase and to give them sparingly 
regardless of the type or origin. 
 

Our humans shop very carefully to make 
sure treats available are safe and natural, 
and in the safety of all our fur-buddies we 
(Joe and Elvis) have the hard job of 
approving....even our humans are known to 
test the products as well...... 
like stagbars –  
 

Or one of Joes favourite cheese and marmite 
treats made by lovely Julie form Dorset dog 
delights. Did you know marmite can also 
help with getting rid of fleas and unwelcome 
guests that think they can catch a ride in our 
coats. 

“Great Grooming we do, that’s why we’re here, so your dog looks fantastic, all through the year!”

Keeping Your Dog’s Coat Looking Great! 
 

Sometimes it’s difficult to keep dogs looking and smelling nice. They 
may be shiny but have a dreadful odor, or they’re looking dull but have 
a fresh scent. How can you win? Well, you may need to address a few 
different things until you find the perfect balance. The following tips 
never hurt—and can be a big help! 
 
1. Health Check-up – Health is perhaps the greatest factor influencing 
a dog’s appearance and scent. Mites, parasites, and a variety of 
illnesses contribute to a dull or patchy coat. Infections and internal 
disorders can also contribute to lingering bad breath and odors from 
their ears. A visit to the veterinarian helps rule these problems out. We 
also stock natural products to assist in preventing parasites and to 
cleanse your home such as strikeback. 
 
2. Nutrition – Foods greatly influence the look of a dog’s coat as well 
as their health. It’s best to avoid products containing artificial colors and 
large quantities of filler. By switching them to a well-balanced diet, you 
may eliminate problems with dry or greasy hair. 
 
3. Brushing – Daily brushing is no doubt the easiest means of sprucing 
up their coat, assuming your dog doesn’t mind the brush! It stimulates 
their skin and helps spread their bodily oils evenly, leaving the hair 
glossy and smooth. We stock a wide range of brushes and combs and our 
groomers are happy to help advice what’s best for your "pet" being not just dogs. 
 
4. Grooming – Regular grooming takes care of all the areas a daily 
brushing can’t quite do. By getting their rear ends trimmed up and all 
the dirt and debris out of their coats, you can often eliminate any foul 
odors coming from them.  
 

The natural choice for your Dog, Cat, Rabbit and Guinea Pig 

Groomed & Living 
to Pawfection

Join Us on: 
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 IF YOU ARE NEW TO THIS NEWSLETTER PLEASE TAKE A MOMENT TO READ THIS 
PAGE AND FIND OUT MORE ABOUT WHAT I COULD DO FOR YOU AND YOUR PET! 

Five Important points to look for when 
choosing a good Dog Groomer! 

 

It’s important to remember that not all groomers are the 
same and that the service they provide will not always 
be what you’d expect. It’s so important that the person 
who grooms and cares for your dog does so to the 
highest standard. Because it’s critical that you have 
trust and confidence in this person, we have highlighted 
the five benefits that a good groomer will provide to 
you: 
 
1.  Assurance that the care and welfare of your 
dog is their top priority: 
Any good groomer is first and foremost a dog lover, so 
caring for your dog comes as second nature to them and 
is given at all times. By providing breaks during the 
clipping process and by never leaving your dog 
unsupervised, they reduce unnecessary stress while 
ensuring safety and security. They also attend to your 
dog’s basic needs by providing them with such things as 
fresh drinking water. 
 
2.  Grooming of the highest standards that reflects 
the needs of you and your dog: 
A good groomer must be able to demonstrate the ability 
to groom your dog to high standards and to provide an 
appropriate look for your pet. They must have the ability 
to accurately determine your needs while advising you 
on different options for style and finish. A good groomer 
will never inflict pain or undue stress on your pet just to 
achieve a certain style. 
 
3.  Understanding of the different temperaments 
and characteristics of dogs: 
As not all dogs are the same, they cannot all be 
approached and handled the same. For example, a shy 
and slightly fearful dog requires calmness and patience, 
while a lively bouncy dog may require immediate 
leadership. A good groomer will be able to adapt their 
approach to meet the psychological and behavioral 
needs of different dogs to ensure minimum stress during 
the grooming experience. 
 
4.  Quality products and methods that do not risk 
the health of your pet: 
A good groomer will never compromise on the quality of 
products they use on your pet. Cheap dog products are 
available everywhere, yet they can cause severe health 
problems for your dog. Therefore, you must be confident 
that your groomer uses quality controlled professional 
grooming products. A good groomer will never cut 
corners with their products just to save money or to 
provide cheaper rates. 
 
5.  Advice and information on all aspects of dog 
ownership: 
It’s important that you have someone to turn to when 
you need advice or help with your dog, and a good 
groomer will be this person. While groomers cannot 
offer all of the answers, such as a medical diagnosis, 
they should be knowledgeable enough to offer some 
assistance and to point you in the right direction. A good 
groomer will always attempt to identify and inform you 
of any physical or behavioral changes that may indicate 
a health problem. This can make all the difference in 
recovery, as early detection ensures early treatment. 
 

As a groomer, the above five benefits are the guide by 
which we provide our services. Dogs and grooming are 
our passion, not just our business. By bringing your dog 
to us for grooming, you can be assured that you and 
your dog will receive all five benefits as well as the care 
and service that you deserve. Call for an appointment today. Tel: 01363 777113 

Groomed and Living to Pawfection 
“Expert in leaving your dog looking pawfect”

What you can Expect if you Bring your Dog to us! 
 

Would you like your dog groomed so that they’re looking gorgeous 
and left just the way you want them to look?  Do you want their coat 
smelling delightful so there’s no more ‘doggy’ smell in your home?  
Would you like their coat feeling as soft as velvet and just a dream to 
cuddle?  And above all, do you want reassurance that your dog is 
getting the same gentle care and kindness during grooming that you 
give them at home?    
 

Well, you’ve just found a groomer that can provide everything you 
want, plus much, much more!     
 

With us, you can be sure that your dog will be groomed to the 
highest standard.  You’ll be so pleased with how they look that you’ll 
be proud to walk them down your street and show them off to your 
neighbours - just like the many other clients we have. 
 

When we advice you on grooming styles for your pet, we always take 
your preferences, lifestyle and your dog’s character into account.  
The health, safety and welfare of your pet are always my priority, so 
you can have peace of mind knowing that you’ll get the best advice 
available to help you choose the right options for your dog. 
 

As a good and caring dog owner, you’ll want your pet to be healthy 
and happy.  Therefore, it’ll be reassuring to know that with us you’ll 
have someone looking out for potential health issues and changes in 
your dog – some that may only be noticeable during grooming.  Early 
detection of worrying ailments can make all the difference to your 
pet, so we make sure to keep a close eye during grooming.        
 

Your dog will be well looked after and will always get the ‘one to one’ 
attention that they need.  You’ll always feel confident that they’re in 
the safest of hands with us; We can assure you of that. 
 

Your pet deserves the best so we only use the best and safest 
products that will get their coat looking gorgeous but won’t ever 
cause them harm.   Others may choose to use cheaper, inferior 
products in grooming but that’s something we simply will not 
compromise on. 
 

With us, you’ll also have someone to turn to if you have issues or 
worries about your pet.  Advice and help is a free extra service we’re 
more than happy to provide.  You can call us if you ever have any 
problems or just need to chat about your little friend.  
 

Have your dog gorgeously groomed so that they’re left 
looking and smelling wonderful.  You’ll be delighted with 
how they look and you’ll be so proud to show them off to 
your family and friends. 

 

 You’ll never have to worry when you leave your pet with 
me.  They’ll be groomed in a clean, relaxed environment 
where only the best and safest products are used. 

 

 As a customer of ours, you’ll get the respect and service 
from us that all good dog owners like you deserve.  

 

 Help and advice is freely given so you’ll always have 
someone to turn to if you ever have a problem or a worry 
about your little friend.   

 

 We use a calm, ‘tender loving’ approach when grooming, 
where patience, praise and kindness is assured.   

 

 And of course, kisses and cuddles for your little buddy are 
provided in abundance.  They’ll just love being groomed 
with us and you’ll love how they look afterwards!
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Positive Reinforcement for a Change 
 

Dogs and people are actually very much alike regarding 
motivation and habits. This can be seen in the work of 
Pavlov, whose experiments with dog behavior provided 
some of the basic principles of human psychology and 
behavioral modification. His work taught us that whether 
you’re training yourself or your dog, you may find it easier 
if you use positive reinforcement. 
 

Although punishment is often seen as an effective 
deterrent, it can also create negative associations and be 
counterproductive. Dogs cannot always tell the difference 
between their behaviors and a person or environment 
bringing negative consequences. They may think the 
kitchen is a bad place, rather than their habit of getting 
into the trash bin being the cause of negativity. 
 

In training, you’ll find that rewards are far more effective—
for yourself and for your dogs. Getting a treat after doing 
something desirable encourages us all to repeat that 
behavior until it becomes a habit. For us, it takes only two 
weeks for a consistent behavior to become natural. 
Consistency with dogs trains them in no time at all.  
 

See our range of healthy treats all homemade by Julie 
from Dorset Dog Delights, our very own doggy chef? 
 

Dogs as Exercise Companions 
 

Of all the things dogs can help us do, pushing us to get 
lots of exercise is perhaps the biggest area in which they 
excel. Naturally, they aren’t much help if you’re trying to 
follow a workout video while they’re trying to play tug of 
war, but if you set out on the same activity, you can both 
have lots of fun as you get in shape. 
 

Even 10 minutes a day can make a difference in health 
and energy levels. Beginning with 10 minutes and 
gradually working up to 30 minutes or an hour eases the 
transition to a more active lifestyle. Scheduling a few 10-
minute workouts into the day provides as many benefits 
as exercising for a half hour at one time, as well. 
 

The best exercise depends on your health and your dog’s 
breed and condition, of course. Starting off slow will help 
you both work up to your ideal level of exercise, though. 
This is also true for aging dogs. While it may seem as if 
they need to spend more time relaxing, they can actually 
benefit from being more active.  
 

True or False Quiz! 
 
1. Dogs only wag their tails when happy.        T F 
 

2. A dog’s mouth is cleaner than a human’s.       T F 
 

3. Diet affects a dog’s hair and coat.               T F 
 

4. Certain breeds need more exercise.              T F 
 

5. Pit bulls’ jaws lock shut when they bite.       T   F 
 

6. Dogs should lick their wounds to heal.       T   F 
 

7. Dogs and humans see in different colors.       T   F 
 

8. Food should be left out all day for dogs.       T   F 

Living in the Moment—Like Dogs! 
 

With the New Year comes a strong desire to make life 
better and, therefore, make it less stressful. Fortunately 
for dog owners, this is another area in which dogs can 
help us. Some of the stress we experience is really a 
matter of perspective, and dogs have a lot to teach us 
about where we should focus our attention. 
 

As you’ve likely noticed, dogs only concern themselves 
with whatever is in the present moment. They take 
advantage of beautiful days by sunbathing, playing, and 
chasing after wildlife. On cold and rainy days, they’re 
equally happy with the opportunity to snuggle up and be 
lazy. We rarely catch dogs sulking over days past or 
pacing back and forth with worry over the distant future. 
Although Elvis does sulk and is known very well for it and 
if one is not in the shop the other will miss them. 
 

Although our lives are usually much more demanding 
than our dogs’ are, we can relieve a lot of stress by 
sharing some of their perspective. Focusing on the 
immediate moment and what we can control, rather than 
the things we cannot, helps us feel calmer and happier. 
Having dogs around is a great reminder of this! 
 

Running Free at Rainbow Bridge! 
 
Our thoughts this month are with Indie and Ben 
who sadly passed away.  We’ll loved being able to 
groom you both and will miss you so much.  Run 
free! 
 

“Yeah, he’s lovable, but don’t you think maybe it’s 
time for a de-shedding treatment at the groomers?” 

Free micro-chipping! 
 

We have just completed a free micro-chipping 
morning where 30 dogs were successfully micro-
chipped. Working with the local dog warden made 
this possible.  We may be setting up further mini 
micro-chipping sessions when we have 6 - 10 dogs 
to do.  So if you need to get your dog chipped 
please contact us for details. 
 
The Next Mirco-chipping Event! 

 

Thursday 21st March  
1400 - 1600 

to be held at the salon with  
Mid Devon Council Dog wardens 
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You know you love your dogs when: 
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Groomed and Living to Pawfection 
The Creedy Centre, 117 High Street, Crediton EX17 3LG 

Tel: 01363 777113 
www.groomedtopawfection.com 

5 Tips for Keeping a Hair-Free Home! 
 

For many of us, dogs are a part of our families, so we’re 
happy to share the sofa with them and give them hugs 
when we leave or come home. Unfortunately, even when 
they’re not allowed on the furniture, their hair tends to 
end up everywhere…  
 

1. Quick Fixes – A damp sponge or rubber glove pulled 
in one direction on furniture or clothing usually puts all 
the hair in a single pile you can pluck right off. We sell 
sticky rollers for removing dog hair. 
 

2. Vacuuming – Unless your vacuum has special 
attachments for hair, it may not pick up as much as 
you’d like. Try adding a few drops of liquid fabric softener 
to a bottle of water, shake it and spray it on the area, let 
it sit a while, and then vacuum. It should come right up! 
We also sell animal health company odour kill which you 
can put into your vacuum cleaner. 
 

3. Extra Towels – Keeping towels or blankets in your 
pet’s favorite spots can save you a lot of time on 
cleaning. They’ll collect most the hair and protect your 
floors and upholstery. Simply shake them outside and 
toss them in the wash each week 
 

4. Brushing – Nothing controls hair like a good 
brushing. A slicker brush or one with soft bristles is 
usually best for gathering excess hair in the coat, though 
it depends on your breed. Aim to brush them daily while 
outside. Ruffling the coat a bit will loosen the hairs 
they’ve shed from the undercoat as well. 
 

5. Grooming – A rich bath and thorough drying leaves 
the coat sleek and shiny, with very little excess hair. A 
trimming also reduces the amount of clumps and loose 
mats that fall to the floor. If your dog has a thick 
undercoat and sheds a lot, you might consider having it 
thinned or raked also. We do bath and dry appointments 
for in-between grooms which will greatly reduce the 
amount of hair left indoors. 
 Newsletter Copyright! 

 

This newsletter is provided to you every month so that I can 
give a little bit extra back to you.  The content has been 
carefully selected in order to provide you with the best possible 
information.  Hopefully you find it entertaining and useful.   
 

Much of the information and articles have been sourced from a 
Dog Grooming publication company and it is strictly copyright 
protected.  So I’m afraid it can’t be copied or re-used.  If you 
are ever given a newsletter from another groomer with similar 
information and articles, I’d be grateful if you’d let me know.  

Get This Newsletter Every Month! 
 

To continue to provide you with information, help and a little bit 
of fun, we publish this newsletter at the beginning of every 
month.  There will always be a copy available for you.  We will 
be sending them out via email and they will be on facebook and 
our website. 
 

So if you’d like your newsletter emailed to you every month just 
leave us your email address or request your newsletter by 
sending us an email.  Once you’re on our list we’ll send you a 
copy every month.  

Dietary Changes for Dogs 
 

When we resolve to lose a bit of weight or eat a 
healthier diet, we might consider making dietary 
changes for the whole family—including the dogs. 
Obesity is becoming more of a problem for domestic 
pets and resulting in a higher prevalence of diet-related 
health conditions, such as diabetes. 
 

One thing to consider is the difference between dry and 
moist dog foods. Neither is necessarily healthier than 
the other (this depends on the ingredients), but the 
serving sizes differ because of calories. A small serving 
of dry food has as many calories as a larger serving of 
moist food. To reduce a dog’s calorie intake without 
their noticing, you can cut back on the dry food and 
supplement part of the reduction with moist food. Fresh 
vegetables, fruits, and meats can make healthy and 
tasty substitutes, as well. 
 

Keeping dogs on a feeding schedule is also helpful. 
Giving them a specific amount of food twice a day stops 
them from nibbling on too much kibble.  
 

When switching to a new brand of food for healthier 
ingredients, try to mix the two foods together for a 
gradual transition. You may want to keep in mind that 
dog food packaging usually recommends larger servings 
than are necessary, too!  
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The information provided in this newsletter and on any additional documents herein is for guidance purposes only.  It must not be construed as veterinary or 
legal advice.  Always seek fully trained veterinary advice if you have a health issue with your pet.  As far as is reasonably practical the publisher endeavors to 
ensure that this information is accurate and correct.  However the publisher cannot be held responsible for inaccuracies, omissions or mistakes.  Neither can 

we be held liable for any damages, howsoever caused, resulting from the information contained in this document.   
If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter please let us know.  

Events we have coming up! 
 

9th June - Dog and Cat First Aid  
Dogs in the morning and cats in the afternoon 

£35 for each one includes tea coffee   
pre-book only 


